XKMS Face-to-Face Meeting
September 6, 2002

Host: Sun Microsystems

Chairs: Shivaram Mysore, Stephen Farrell

Agenda

✓ Welcome, Agenda Bashing – Chairs
✓ WS-Security & XKMS
♦ XKMS Specification
♦ X-BULK
♦ Q & A
♦ Summary/Close - Chairs
Food Schedule

♦ 10.15 – 10.30 – Coffee Break
♦ 12.00 – 01.00 – Lunch
♦ 03.15 – 03.30 – Coffee Break

Welcome

♦ Call for Items on the Agenda
♦ Re-Chartering
XKMS Specification

Phillip-Hallam Baker

X-BULK

Merlin Hughes
Q & A

List of Documents
1. Requirements – Spec
2. Requirements - Issues List
3. XKMS Spec – Part 1
4. XKMS Spec – Part 2 – Protocol Bindings
5. XKMS Spec – Issues List
6. X-Bulk Profile – Spec
7. X-Bulk Profile – Issues List
8. WSS-XKMS interaction document
9. XKMS App Notes/considerations/guidelines
Summary/Close – 1/4

1. Review of Action Items
2. Next Tele conference call / F2F
3. Updates to XKMS and X-BULK Specs – timeline
4. Finish Charter and send it to AC for vote
5. Mike Just will maintain the Issues list
6. List the docs and people who will lead the effort

Summary/Close – 2/4

7. Call for Implementations
8. Interoperability event
9. Chairs, Reagle, Phillip, Elley – to talk regarding submission of protocol bindings doc to WSS – don’t worry for now
10. What needs to be done for DNS SRV registration – Phillip, Reagle, Chairs
11. Standardize URIs for all XKMS schema namespaces
Summary/Close – 3/4

12. Requirements Conformance Audit
13. MUST, MAY, SHOULD Audit
14. Brian & Phillip to work on proposal for Status element
15. Multiple Req/Response – Semantics of Pending – Phillip
16. RSA IPR issue for PayloadHash – Phillip, Reagle, Chairs, Peter Rostin

Summary/Close – 4/4

17. Server Signing OpaqueClientData may not be the right thing to do. Blind Signing could cause problems- Security Consideration – Brian
18. Definition of Locate, Validate – Yassir
19. Audit <any> element – Brian
20. RespondWith – AbstractType – Phillip